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§ 1o Introduction~ 
In this technical note we investigate the diffusion of material into 
a mediu,rrt, consisting of two layers with different diffusion 
coefficientso 
Ass1;rni ng the concentration of the rr,aterial outside the two layers to 
be constant 1 we consider consecutively the following three cases: 
i) Both layers are bounded by parallel pla.nes; the first one has 
finite thickness. while the second one extends to infinity, 
(see figo1)o 
ii) Both 1ayers are bounded by parallel planes and both have finite 
thickness, (see figo2)o 
iii) The layers are outer shell and inner core of a sphere and they 
are separated by a spherical sur~ace concentric with the surface 
of the sphere, (see figo3)o 
Formulae a,1"e derived for the tota1 amount of absorbed 1na,terial as a 
function of time with the dimensions and the diffusion coefficients 
of the layers as parameterso 
These formulae could be used eogo to deter1115ne the diffusion 
• 
coefficients from measurements of the total amount of absorbed 
1naterial. • when the experimental setup is such that constant 
concentration of the material at the boundary of' the first layer ca,n 
be asst1med o 
• 
2 
' 
• 
reservoiro We suppose that the medilun consists of two layers, 
which a.re bounded by parallel planes o Introducing the coordinate 
x the first layer (I) lies in the region O < x < a and the second 
layer (II) in the region 
x > a (see figure 1). 
In the region x < 0 a 
• 11 
• • 
substance is present, 
which can penetrate by 
diffusion into the 
• regions I and Ile 
In this • section the 
• 
total a.mount of 
material absorbed in 
the regions I and II 
0 
' 
' • 
I 
• 
-., . 
, 
' 
X 
• 
is determined as a function of the time t with the pa.rameters a 1 "" 
• 
the diffusion coefficients for the 
layers I respectively II o Assuining that the diffusion process 
starts at the time t O and denoting the concentrations of the absorbed 
material in the layers 
' 
we describe the process by the well-known diffusion 
and · 
• 
D2 
.. a .... 
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for 
•~\I~• 
ac2 for 
at 
with the initial conditions 
0 < X < 8. ,., and 
• 
0 < t, 
a < X . .,. and 0 < t, 
( 2 0 1·) 
{2o2) 
3 
for 0 < X < a and t - o, (2o3) 
and 
for a < X and t 
We ass\line that the total axnount of 1na,terial absorbed in I and II in 
some finite time interval is small in comparison with the amount 
present in the region x < O and that the concentration of this 
,. 
material cbanges only slightly in x < O as the diffusion process 
continueso Therefore it is allowed to take this concentration equal 
to a constant for x < Oo Putting this constant equal to 1, we get 
the boundary condition 
f'or and 0 < to 
The bot1.nda:r·y conditions at the contact surface x a are obtained by 
considering the continuity of the concentration itself and the 
continuity of the wnount of ma.terial. passing the pla,ne x=ao This yields 
the conditions • 
for X· ·- a and 0 < t, (206) 
and 
n, 
ac 1 for X = a and 0 < to (2o7) 
The boundary condition at x-co needs a little discussiono It is known 
• 
that the diffusion equation describes a diffusion process in such a 
0 • 
way, that the velocity of diffusion can be said to be infiniteo 
The concentrations have non-vanishing values for a.ll finite values 
of x and all positive values of to Even at infinity the diffusion 
• 
• 
process is ggoing on for all positive values oft.• .. although the 
' 
concentrations are infinitely srriallo Therefore we me.y put as the 
• 
boitnde.ry condition at x=ao 
= 0 for X = co and 0 < t < OOo (208) 
An alternative bounda,ry condition, leading to exactly the same results, 
' 
would be the condition reflecting the vanishing of transport of 
4 
absorbed material. at infinity; this ieads to 
ax 
(x 1t) = o for X - oo and 0 < to {2o9) 
This would be the naturel boundary condition to pose if we consider 
the second infinitely thick layer as the limit of a series of layers 
of finite thickness. a case treated in the following section. In that 
' 
case the choice of a boundary condition of type (2.9) is obligatoryc 
We now proceed to the calculation of the total amount of material 
absorbed in the time t and which is given by 
dt' Cl 
This function M( t) will be deterinj ned by aid of the Laplace 
~ransfo:r1nation, defined by 
with Rep> o. 
-pt 
e 
( 2 0 10) 
(2o 11) 
Applying (2.11) to the equations (2o 1) and (2o2) and using (2o3) and 
(2 .4) we obtain the ordine.ry differentia1 equations 
n, 
1 pC = 0 1 
with the boundary conditions 
1 
and 
-C (a,p) • C (a,p) • 1 2 
o, 
and 
When we put 
ac 1 
ax 
• D 2 
or 
(a,p) • 
-
• 
a2c 2 
- pC2 = o. 
ax2 
. ( 2 0 12) 
( 2 0 13) 
p 
D 1~ 
a,nd 2 
5 
, (2o14) 
the general solution of ( 2 o 12) may in view of fu1·ther calculations 
most conveniently be written as 
X • 
The can be 
the transformed boundary conditions (2o13). After some simple 
calculations we find 
1 ( a.-x) 
• p chq 1 a + • 
e-nd L 
1 exp - (x-a) 
• I I Ii J 
p chq 1 a + a 
with 
0 -
( 2 0 15) 
,, 
I 
, 
(2o16) 
{2o 17) 
It is clear that_the bo11ndary conditions (2.8) and (2.9) lead to the 
same resu1t for are 
Using (2.16) we obtain for the Lapiace transform of M(t) 
• 
• 
M(p) 
1 shq 1a + 
- . ..... pq 1 chq 1a + 
In order to obtain an expansion for M(t) which can be used for 
a111al?l va1ues of the time t • we expand. M( p) in the f o1lowing way 
• 
(2 0 18) 
•• 
M(p) = 0 
• 
- • 
where • l 
' 
6 
1 + o exp 
1 - E exp 
1 + E exp 
00 
1 + 2 ' 
1 o 
£ 1 + ~ 0 
= 
( 1 
1 exp 
( 2 0 19) 
• 
We now transform ( 2. 19) inversely terni by term and retaining only 
the first two terms we finally get the result (see lit.1) 
M(t) 
: D 1t 
= 2 
1T 
- 2 
1 - 2 £ (exp - a 
· D t 1 
- a ) • (2 o2 1) 
Formula (2.21) can effective1y be used• when the second term is sma.J:la,s 
compared with the first one that is for 
t << 
2 
a 
-D • 1 
( see :f1J:rther the exa,tnpl.es given in the last section) • 
(2o22) 
For these values oft the comp1ement of the error function may be 
expanded as fol1ows (see lito2) 
2 
a 
exp 
n 1t D 1t 1 a .... , -,,. (2023) Erfc 1 + I IF 4 
2a2 
0 • • 0 
1T 
,t 4a a n 1t 
Substitution of (2.23) into (2.21) leads finaJ.ly to the simpler 
•· 
rormu1a 
7 
( 1 exp 
-
2 
a 
n 1t 
) 0 (2o24) 
To obtain an expansion, useful for large values of t 9 an expansion 
of M(p), va1id for sma11 values of p~o. is appropriate and this leads 
to 
M(p) -1 p + 000 0 (2o25) 
Transforxriing again inversely term by terul 1 we obtain the result 
M( t) = 2 {2o26) 
• 
• 
This expression too can be used whenever the first term is large • 
as compared with the second termo 
., 
• 
• 
• 
• 
8 
§ 3. Diffusion in a medium consisting of two tinite layers. 
In this section we consider the case that both layers have a finite 
thicknesso The first one (I) lies in the region o < x < a and the 
second one (II) in the region a< x < b (see figure 2)o 
The differential equations 
diffusion eq11a,tions·· { 2., 1) and 
(2.2}. Also the initial 
conditions are the same as 
for the problmn treated in 
the former section, n.a,rnely 
equations (2o3) and {2o4)o 
tig.2 
Tt1c boundary conditions, based on the sa:1ne assum"tions as in the former 
• section, are 
n, 
and . , 
ac 1 
ax 
ac 2 
• 1 
= 
= D2 
-- = 0 ax 
• 
, . 
for x=o and 0 < t, 
for x-.a and 0 < t, 
.ac2 
(3o1) 
for and o < t, x•a ax 
for x=b and o < to 
The last condition is the se,rne as condition (2o9) and ste111s fl·an the 
assumption that there will be no transport or absorbed xuaterial through 
the ple.ne x bo In contra.st to the·· case vhere the second layer extends 
to infinity the concentration at x=b increases and finally at 
will be 1 a 
Using again the Laplace transfCJl"lnation and accounting for the 
(3.1) we obtain for the Laplace 
• the expressi.onso 
and 
it 
' 
' t· .. 
cond1t.1ons 
{3o2) 
' 
• 
• 
• 
' 
with 
B = 
, 
sh _(b-a) 
pl11 
9 
(3o3) 
' 
o sh ...... ( b , •a ) shq a • 1 (3o4) 
From (2.10) and (3o2) we obtain the Laplace tra.nsforn1 of the .. ct1on 
M(t), • viz. 
M(p) (3o5) 
' 
E!xpanding M(p) into a series a,na.logous to eqo (2o 19), we obtain 
M_(p) 0 
• 
1 
=--
where tis given by 
• 
and£ is defined by (2o20)o 
Expanding the denumerator 
write t in the for1n 
' 
.. into powers 
+ exp 
+ exp 
00 n n 
1-
1 +2 ( -1 ) · F; exp 
n 1 
' 
' } 
• 
thq2 b-a 
-2nq1a.. = j 
=-1 + e exp -2q2 b-a. 
I 
we may 
• 
10 
-
- }{1 - E exp -
-
2 
+ 0 (exp 
Substituting (3o7o) into (306) we finally get 
M(p) ~ 2 
2 
• 
For the applications we have in mind, we investigate here the case 
that we may assurne 
a 
-b-a 
This means that we restrict ourselves to those cases where 
a) the thickness of the second layer is much larger than that of the 
is at most of the same 
order of magnitude as the diffusion constant D1o 
b) o is very small, which corresponds to the fact that the second layer 
consists of material that is much harder to penetrate than the 
• • • • 
material the first layer consists ofo The second layer may then be 
• 
' 
of equal thickness as the first one or even slightly thinnero 
From ( 308) we see that the terrn containing· the thickness of the second 
layer b a, is small in comparison with the other terms in case (3o9) 
is valid, unless £ is approxj1na.tely zero (When E=0 9 then (5=1 and 
only one layer of thickness b)o 
Asst1ming nonzero value of E ~ the effect of the finiteness of the second 
• 
layer on the solution, as compared with the solution given in_tfie_former 
section, can be seen from transfc,1=ming inversely term by term the 
.. 
expression 
• 
M(p) = 
which leads to (lito1) 
M(t) :r 2 
,., 
tff"' 
4 £ 
1 1 
I I 1 } _ 
TT 
( exp .,. 
exp 
a 
-(b-a) 
a 
Erfc --=-
.JJ 1 t 
• 
) 
(3o10) 
0 
This result should be compared with the result (2.2·1). Ass1uning (3o 9) 
third term in (3.10) is negligible, 
• • 
the result (2.21) of' the for1ner section, eventually in the foxin. (2o24), 
can well be used f'or the values oft indicated by (2o22} also in the 
case that the thickness of the second layer is not infinite but much 
· larger than that of the first one (b>>a), or in the case that the 
l__ 
' ' 
finite second layer is much harder to penetrate than the first one 
For large va1ues of t the prob1e1n is essentia1ly different from the 
prob1ic:m treated in the :fonner sectiono There the second layer can 
absorb an unli1r~it·ed amount of material, which fact is reflected in the 
first term of (2.24), which can become arbitrarily large with increasing 
t" Here however the absorption ca.pac i ty is l_:i n1i ted ;by the finite thick-
ness of the layer. It is rer11arked, that M(t) denotes the a.r11ount of 
material absorbed per unit area in ti1r1e to Therefore M(t) can be at 
most b, in which case the layers I and II are tote.1.1y filled vith 
absorbed materia1a This of course under the assumption that the 
maxjzatltn concentration is 1 in both layers. 
When we try to make an expansion of M(p) valid for eroall values of pi 
sjmilaJ" to the expansion given in (2o25), we obtain 
+ const + 0 0 0 p 
From this forrnula we can only conclude that M( t) approaches asymptotic-
ally the value b for t -+- coo In order to obtain more infox,1la.tion 
.about the behaviour of M( t) for large values of' t, it is more 
' 
~ppropriate to use the inversion formula for the Laple.c~ tre.ns:forin 
. . 
,_, , ... 
• 
. i .. t ion• nezne.ly 
' 1· • 
12 
M(t) 1 = -1--.-1 
211'1 • • (3o11) c-1. oo 
This integral may be evaluated by closing the path of integration by 
a large seinicircle which lies at the left hand side of this path and 
which does not pass through the si arities of the integrando It is 
• 
• 
easily seen from (3.5) that this extension ot the path or integration 
does not yield a contribution to the integral and according to Cauchy's 
theorem its value is the si1m of the residues in the poles of the inte-
grand. 
In addition to p=O simple poles are found from 61 • o, which leads to 
the :f'ol1owing equation. :for the iocation or the poles: 
(3o12) 
Because (3.12) is a rather complicated transcendental equation for 
the location of the poles, its roots will only be approximated under 
the :p sical assurnption (3.9). 
Putting 
D2 2 
p~--- -a. {3o13) 
equation (3.12) becotnes 
6ao 1 • 
and we obtain for not too large va1ues of a the approxjmate equation 
tg·a Ill b-a (3o14) 
on account of (3.9) the right hand side of (3.14) is large unless 
value of ~ means that 
13 
,, 
·' 
We shall only consider those cases in which 'the right hand side of 
( 3. 1 ~) is large and we get the approxjn1ate solutions 
(k=0,1 1 2 1 000)0 
The use of these approximate solutions is restricted by the fact that 
we must have 
(3o16) 
and so (3.15) is only valid for moderate values of the integer k. 
We are dealing with simple poles and the residues of these poles are 
found by substituting the values of p corresponding with (3.15) into 
0 
Using (3.13) this expression can be written as 
• 
2 
n2a.t 2D 1 
p , exp - 2 , (b-a) 
and we obtain respectively for k=O and k•1 the residues: 
M(t) == b 
• 
R = 0 
R II 
, 
,, 
8 
1f2 b 
b exp -
M(t) the approximation 
2 
. 2 
4(b-a) 
• 
8 
, 
• 
• 
2 
b-( 1-tS )a exp - ---2 
4(b-a) 
(3o 18) 
• 
14 • 
• This result is appropriate for values oft with 
t > > 
2 4(b-a) 
2 
D2 n 
• 
(3o19) 
In this case the second te1,n is small in comparison with b ( see 
further the exa1nples given in the last section). The first tet·1a, 
resulting :from the pole p. ,•-~,,O , gives to M(t) a contribution equal 
to b and this ter1n represents the stationary state. 
• 
' 
I> 
15 
§ 4o Diffusion in a layered sphereo 
Let us now consider a sphere with radius bo Denoting by r the distance 
I 
from a point to th,e centre o:t' the sphere and assurning rotational 
symmetry we distinguish again two regionso The outer sheu..l (I) 
lies in the region c < r < b 
and the inner core II in the 
region O ~ r < c (see fig. 3). 
In region I, with diffusion 
II 
b 
of the material to be absorbed Fig. 3 
diffusion 
' 
Using the coordinates rand t, the equations corre~ponding with (2o1) 
and (2.2) now become 
in region I : 
ar 
2 a 
-
r 
ac 1 
-at {r,t) 1 
in region II: (r,t) o 
r 
The initia•L and boundary conditions ere posed on asst1:mptions $lt11ilar 
to. those used in the for.t:ner sections .. The boundary conditions are 
' 
D 1 
The initial conditions are 
and 
= , 
-• a 
. . '"t is f1n1 e 
== 0 
= 0 
for 
for 
for O < t, 
for O < t, 
for O < t, 
for O < to 
c !_ r < bt 
0 < r < Co 
- -
• 
{4o3) 
16 
If we put 
and {4o5) 
the differential equations (4o1) and (4o2) become 
n, 
a2 a 
2 E 1 = at E 1 
ar 
with the initial conditions 
- 0 
• 
and = 0 
and the boundary conditions 
- b 
-
-
ar 
Laplace 
(2o14) 9 
transformation of (4.6), 
leads to 
a2i 1 2-
with the boundary conditions 
b 
= p 
-
-
= Oo 
a,nd 
, 
and 
for c ~ r < b, 
for O < r < Co 
- -
for O < t, 
for O < t, 
for r - c and O < t, 
for O < to 
using (4.7) and the substitution 
2 
-
-
( 4 0 10) 
17 
The total amount of material absorbed by the sphere in time t is 
Hence the Laplace transform of M(t) is 
M(p) = 
D 
4n 1 p 
t 
0 
n, a 
(4o12) 
As in the foregoing sections the general solution of the equations 
(4o9) is given by 
and 
By aid of (4o10) we 
• yields for 
... 4. b 
-
p 2 
with 
and a • brs·,c o 
-= A 2 
can find the 
the expression 
Substituting (4o14) in (4o12) we obtain 
{4o13) 
This 
(4o14) 
(4o16) 
An expansion of M(p) s:i.znilar to the expansion given in (2o 19) and 
(308) could be giveno However, because in the applications we have in 
mind the radius b is usually extremely small• the resulting expansion 
• 
18 
of M(t) is in most cases only use for a comparatively short time 
interval :following the start of the diffusion processo We therefore 
only ca.1.culate an expansion of M(t)~ useful for large values of to 
For reasons sjinilar to those given in connection with the correspond-
.. . - .. .. ing problem in the former section we apply the method of residueso 
The pole p O 
The residues in the other poles are found in a way,, completely 
similar to that in section 3o We therefore cut the lengthy but rather 
trivial calculations shorto Having in mind applications where the 
inner core is the main bulk o:f the sphere 9 s 1naterial and consists of 
• 
harder material then the outer shell, so that o is smaller tha.n 1, we 
asst}trte 
a < < 1 
C 
and 0 < 1o 
The location of the first pole, to be obtained from 
by approxi1nationo In 
2 
we put, s:itnilarly as in (3o 13) 
-
Due to ( 4 o 17) eqi,~ation ( 4 o 18) may be reduced to 
or 
so that 
2 tg a {oa + (1-o) 
tg a= 
2 
oaa 
- 111 r t<iia } 
C 
a 11 ,r( 1 - --
c 
= -
(4o18) 
(4o19) 
(4o20) 
• 
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Using (4.16) and switching from hyperbolic 
goniometric ctions of a by means of (4o19) we find for the residue 
in a - ,r ( 1- --
c 
8c3 
- -- (1 + 
2 
C 
exp - • 
The total a,1nount of 1r1aterial absorbed in time t is therefore approx-
·- . 1mately given by 
M(t) = 3 1T (1 + 
2 
C 
2 
n2i t. 
exp - 2 
C 
• (4.23) 
This result may be used for values of t such that the second te1·m is 
small in comparison with the first one, i.e. for 
t > > 
2 
C 
2 • 
D ,r 
2 
( see further the exacrtples in section 5). 
' 
20 
§ 50 Application and discuss·ion of the resulto 
As has already been remarked in the introduction, the :for1nulae, 
derived for the .... ction M(t), may be used for the deter1r1ination of 
and D2 , when the total elD.oun~ of absorbed 
material can be measuredo 
The theory of sections 2 and 3 can be applied if we consider eogo sea.-
water containing radioactive material which is absorbed by a sand mud 
layer at the bottom of the seao The theory of section 4 be used, 
if we investigate eogo a suspension of mud pa:r-·ticles with a bard core, 
which-absorb radioactive material, present in the suspensiona 
The a.mount of absorbed radioactive material may be dete:r·minded by aid 
of Geiger-Muller counterso 
If (2o24) or (3.10) are valid, then the direction of the tan 
(M(-t t) diagre,rn for m11all va1ues of t gives a value for 2 
• • 
therefore 1) 
• 
2 
D1t M(t) 2 
1T a ' + log log - £. 
· D t I D11 t ' 1 
2 
a 
ent 
., ... • • 'r 
•• I 1 
11' • 
of the 
and 
log e: can be determined. by the point of intersection of the t . ent of 
the - ....... - e.raaJ 1 values of t, with the log { o o o }-
axis o From the values f~r e: and D1 we ~an calculate n2 • 
diagram for large values oft gives a v&lue tor n2 • The point of 
intersection or the tan.gent with the M(t) axis gives a value for 
D1 
If (3.18) .or (4e23) is valid, D1 and D2 ca,n b•e calculated in an 
of' 
diagra;rno 
To illustrate the e:f'fect of 
on the applicability of the 
• • 1 ·k cond1t1ons 1. e (2.22), (3.19) and (4.24) 
obtained results we indicate for 3 exe,mples 
21 
These exa.tnples are the following 
A: a ,a-5 b ,o-3 D1 -6 2 10 2 cm, cm, - 10 cm /sec, D2 10 cm /seco -
B~ a 10-3 cm, b ,0-1 D1 -6 2 10-10 2 cm, - 10 cm /sec 9 D2 cm /seco -
• 
c~ 1 b 100 n, -6 2 ,o-5 2 cm, - cm,. - 10 cm /sec, D2 cm /seco - -
The ranges for which the fonnulae (2o24), (2o26), (3o10), (3 0 18) and 
A B C 
(2o24) t < sec t < sec t < 6 days 
(2c26) t > 1 i minute t > 12 days t > 30 yea,r-s 
(3o10) a.s (2o24) as (2o24) as {2o24) 
• 
{3o18) t > 2 ho11rs t > 3 years t > 30 yea.rs 
{4o23) t > ho,1r t > 7 years • 
We see that for a.n e · rimen · 
and ( 4023) a.re of irnporte.nceo 
only (2024) and (3o10) are of 
In praxis of course, one must 
in case A only formul.ae {2.26), (3018) 
!n vase B only (2o26), end in case C 
any useo 
asst1rne validity for a certain tjn1e 
interval and in principle one must check the assuined validity after-
wat·ds with the calculated diffusioncoefficientso Fortunately the 
diagrams a--re approximately straight lines in the time intervals where 
application is allowed, so that these intervals are easily recognized 
in the diagramso Altogether the use of the fot"mulae is rather 
restrictedo .,,, 
We finally want to point out two n1ajor .... ther restrictions on the 
applicability of the theory, that a·z·-e of physical nat1.i1·e o In the first 
place the boundary condition that the concentration of' the material 
that is absorbed is constant on the surface or the absorbing medi11,n, 
is rather often not in agree111ent with the actual situationo In the 
second place the diffusioncoeff'icients need not be constant even for 
rather homogeneous layerso 
• 
22 
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